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The most veritable and jaw falling rap album you can buy. Insane poetise delivery. Bangin' beats. A

definite masterpiece. Pick your mood-it's on there. Only $8... 20 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop,

URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Facialz Songs Details: 2 Da Face is buzzin' with their new album "Facialz".

The album is a conform to up to their premature release "Bout 2 Rain" which is also available on

cdbaby.com. This time around, the duo is letting loose with a groundbreaking array of original beats and

unique rhymes. They have gathered a plethora of tracks that create a well-rounded LP. There is at least

one song for every type of person to listen to. There are club bangers, street anthems, lyrical attacks,

personal messages, knowledge for youngstas, politics, dedications, repents, etc., etc. The album's name

comes from a long, hard, grind trying to get the album done. This album says, "In Yo Face!" to the

nonbelievers. And their name says they did it "all alone". A lot of people thought Kali and Untame would

never get it done. Not only that, but the talent the artists bring is hard to believe. Most people that know

them did not know they had this hidden talent and desire. Those that don't know 2 Da Face will have a

better understanding of them as individuals after they listen to "Facialz". The album features a variety of

artists including Okolo, Chronic, A-1, T-Reez, G-Man, Product, Big Oso, Brotha Troy, Taz, Tasha, Kizzy,

Derdee and the Battalion. You will hear more about these artists soon enough. For a cheap price you can

get a masterpiece! Cop the album as soon as you can! You will feel it deep.
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